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Whatever you're now doing with Microsoft Excel there's much more you could be doing. The world's

most popular spreadsheet program, Excel grows richer in features with each new release. Excel For

Dummies puts at your disposal all the powerful capabilities of version 5 -- capabilities for everything

from manipulating databases to creating three-dimensional charts. Whether you're new to Excel or

just new to version 5, bestselling author Greg Harvey's concise, clear, how-to explanations get you

doing what you need to do quickly -- without a lot of hair-pulling and staying late at the office.
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I recently had to use Excel in a way that I had never done before. Sometimes the "help" feature on

Excel doesn't seem to help very much, so I decided to borrow this book from the library so I could

look up my questions as I did the new tasks.What I discovered first was that the index isn't very

complete. Some of the answers I needed could be found by using the index, but most of them

required me to read the book from front to back. When I checked to see if the sections I needed

were in the index, I found they were not.The second problem I had was that the terms used in the

text were hard to track down, so even if a section was easy to find from the index some of the

information was unintelligible to me.So I went back and read the whole book, and followed it quite

easily.I didn't like the examples too much. They were pretty juvenile.I then compared this book to

the Excel Bible which I had used recently for a similar purpose. I found the Excel Bible was much

easier to use for reference, contained a lot more information, spelled out more ways to get the same



tasks done and wasn't sound bound up in terminology.If you want to get past doing only very simple

tasks on Excel, you should plan to graduate to the Excel Bible. If you are confidence that you can

read and understand new subjects, you can probably start with that book.

I have some experience and picked through the book for things I did not know about. A lady that I

work with is a true beginner and is learning a lot from the book. It is an older version than I planned

to buy and some of the menu's are not exactly the same. All in all, great for a beginner, and not too

bad for someone with a little experience.

This is a great book, only downside is, is it is a little older and the excel program has been updated,

however, I was able to decipher the old one to the new one just took a little time. However, it ended

up helping me find new things and learn more about excel!

Much too basic for what I needed. Mostly focused on how to enter data and described things on

Excel that were pretty much self explanatory when using the site. Did not help me actually use Excel

at all. Free online tutorials were much more helpful. For me, this book was a waste of money.

This book was purchased for my mother as a christmas gift. She is always calling me asking "how

do you do this or that" so I decided that I would see if this book would help her at all. I have used

other "FOR DUMMIES" books and found them helpful.

I need a refresher course on excel and his book was great. If you're just starting out or have some

experience, this is a great book

I have used this book primarily as a reference tool and it works well for those new to excel

This book is not indexed. It is apparently meant to be taken as a course from start to finish.

Otherwise, logical organization is lacking if one wishes to look up how to do a certain thing.If you

have no experience with any computer spreadsheet program, you might like the book. It gets you

started. But, be aware you will need to set aside some time and proceed from cover to cover.If you

have experience with any computer spreadsheet, I advise you try another book and author.
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